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Now in board book for the first time, One Love brings Bob Marley's most beloved song to life for a

new generation. Readers will delight in dancing to the beat and feeling the positive groove of

change when one girl enlists her friends, family, and community to help transform her neighborhood

for the better.
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PreSâ€”The mixed-media artwork in this board book is so joyous and energetic that it can barely be

contained on its vibrant pages. They tell the story of how a single small person's inspiration can

spark a community into action. The rhythmic verse and rousing refrain beg to be read (or sung) over

and over again.

"Deceptively simple and brilliantly executed."-School Library Journal

This book is sooo cute!! My two year old son absolutely loves it. The story line of the books is the

actual lyrics from the "one love" song. The illustrations are so colorful, vibrant, and uplifting. My son

loves the pictures. I feel like the book captures the essence of the song.



it's ok - I am doing a 'love that surrounds us' theme and decided to tie in bob marley. I bought this

and EVERY LITTLE THING. it's ok - pretty much the song. best geared for pre-schoolers. like that

bob Marley's daughter wrote it...

Fun book to read (or sing) with kids. Illustrations are bright and engaging with a simple message

good for age 2+. We have purchased this book many times as gifts. It's a definite "must have" for

your bookshelf.

My little one loves this book! She got it from her hippie aunt along with a little tambourine for her first

birthday. Up to this point she had mostly been attracted to simple animal books (Dear Zoo, Where's

Spot, etc) so I thought it would take her time to grow into this one but she loves it! I think she thinks

of this as her puppy book because when she sees it she does the sign for dog (She has learned a

bunch of signs from the Baby Signing Time DVD series, which I also highly recommend). She does

a different sign for each page that she does on her own -blowing kisses, dog, tree, birds, bees,

reaching out for my hand when the kids hold hands, drumming the tambourine at the feel the beat

part like the girl in the book, etc. We love how into it she gets plus we can sing along to parts of it

too since it is based on the One Love song that everyone is familiar with. It's a cool kids book with a

great message and I hope we get the other book by the author (Cedella Marley, Bob Marley's

daughter) soon.

A reader and a listener, ideally my grandson and I, can't help but feel the love, joy, and warmth

when reading and looking at and listening to this book. Absolutely wonderful!

Great pictures in the book. My daughter loves reading this book because it makes it easy for her, we

sing along.

I can't get enough of this book!! It touches my heart every time I read it and I can only hope my

daughter feels the good energy that radiates from it! It's such a beautiful message all around and we

read it allllll the time! Arrived quickly, in perfect condition.

This book has pretty illustrations. The words are not those of the original which was a bit

disappointing.
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